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Abstract—Software speculation has shown promise in par-
allelizing programs with coarse-grained dynamic parallelism.
However, most speculation systems use offline profiling for the
selection of speculative regions. The mismatch with the input-
sensitivity of dynamic parallelism may result in large numbers
of speculation failures in many applications. Although with
certain protection, the failed speculations may not hurt the basic
efficiency of the application, the wasted computing resource (e.g.
CPU time and power consumption) may severely degrade system
throughput and efficiency. The importance of this issue continu-
ously increases with the advent of multicore and parallelization
in portable devices and multiprogramming environments.

In this work, we propose the use of transparent statisti-
cal learning to make speculation cross-input adaptive. Across
production runs of an application, the technique recognizes
the patterns of the profitability of the speculative regions in
the application and the relation between the profitability and
program inputs. On a new run, the profitability of the regions are
predicted accordingly and the speculations are switched on and
off adaptively. The technique differs from previous techniquesin
that it requires no explicit training, but is able to adapt to changes
in program inputs. It is applicable to both loop-level and function-
level parallelism by learning across iterations and executions,
permitting arbitrary depth of speculations. Its implementation
in a recent software speculation system, namely the Behavior-
Oriented Parallelization system, shows substantial reduction of
speculation cost with negligible decrease (sometimes, considerable
increase) of parallel execution performance.

Index Terms—Adaptive Speculation, Behavior-Oriented Paral-
lelization, Multicore, Transparent Learning

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a rapid shift of processor technology
to favor chip multiprocessors. Many existing programs, how-
ever, cannot fully utilize all CPUs in a system yet, even though
dynamic high-level parallelism exists in those programs. Ex-
amples include a compression tool processing data buffer by
buffer, an English parser parsing sentence by sentence, and
an interpreter interpreting expression by expression, andso
on. These programs are complex and may make extensive
use of bit-level operations, unrestricted pointers, exception
handling, custom memory management, and third-party li-
braries. The unknown data access and control flow make such
applications difficult if not impossible to parallelize in afully
automatic manner. On the other hand, manual parallelization
is a daunting task for complex programs, especially for those
pre-existing ones. Moreover, the complexity and the uncertain

performance gain due to input-dependence make it difficult to
justify the investment of time and the risk of errors of the
manual efforts.

Software speculation has recently shown promising results
in parallelizing such programs [4], [18]. The basic idea is to
dynamically create multiple speculative processes (or threads),
which each skips part of the program and speculatively exe-
cutes the next part. As those processes run simultaneously with
the main process, their successes shorten the execution time.

But speculative executions may fail because of dependence
violations or being too slow to be profitable (elaborated in Sec-
tion II.) In systems with no need for rollback upon speculation
failures—such as thebehavior-oriented parallelization(BOP)
system [4], failed speculations result in the waste of computing
resources (e.g., CPU and memory) and hence inferior comput-
ing efficiency. The waste is a serious concern especially for
multi-programming or power-constrained environments (e.g.,
laptops, embedded systems.) For systems where rollback is
necessary, an additional consequence is the degradation of
program performance.

Therefore, the avoidance of speculation failures is important
for the cost efficiency of modern machines. Previous studies—
mostly in thread-level speculation—have tried to tackle this
problem through profiling-based techniques (e.g., [6], [10],
[19].) The main idea is to determine the regions in a program
that are most beneficial for speculation by profiling some
training runs.

The strategy, however, is often insufficient for coarse-
grained software speculation, because of theinput-sensitive
and dynamicproperties of the parallelism. In a typical appli-
cation handled by software speculation, the profitability (i.e.,
likelihood to succeed) of a speculative region often differs
among executions on different program inputs, or even among
different phases of a single execution. The profiling-based
region selection can help, but unfortunately, is not enoughfor
software speculation to adapt to the changes in program inputs
and phases.

In a recent work [9], we proposed adaptive speculation to
address the limitations of the profiling-based strategy. The idea
is to predict the profitability of everyinstanceof a specu-
lative region online, and adapts the speculation accordingly.
It departs from previous profiling-based techniques, which,
after selecting the speculative region (e.g., a loop), typically
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speculateevery instance (e.g., an iteration of a loop) of the
region with no runtime adaptation. The proposed adaptive
speculation has successfully avoided unprofitable instances of
speculative regions, and improved cost efficiency evidently [9].

However, two limitations of the technique severely impair
its applicability and scalability.First, it can only handle loop-
level (casea in Figure 1) but not function-level speculations
(caseb in Figure 1.) This limitation is inherent to the runtime
adaptation algorithm in the technique: Its prediction is based
on previous instances of a speculation region in the current
execution, whereas, in function-level speculation, the region
often have only few invocations in the entire execution, making
the prediction difficult. Such regions, on the other hand,
often compose a major portion of the applications that rely
on function-level parallelism. Thus, failed speculationsare
especially costly for those applications.

In this work, we propose across-runtransparent learning
scheme to address the challenges facing the adaption of
function-level speculations. The new scheme differs from the
previous technique [9] substantially: Rather than adapt purely
upon history instances, it uses incremental machine learning
techniques (Classification Trees) to uncover the relation be-
tween program inputs and the profitability patterns of each
speculation region. With the new scheme, the profitability of
speculation regions can be predicted as soon as an execution
starts on arbitrary inputs. Developing such a scheme has to
overcome two difficulties. First, program inputs can be very
complex with many options and attributes. The scheme has
to extract the features that are important to the profitability
of a region. Our approach employs an input characterization
technique to address that problem. The second challenge is
to predict with confidence. Because our approach builds the
predictive model incrementally, it is important to determine
whether the current model is accurate enough for use. Our
design addresses the problem by integrating self-evaluation
into the learning process.

The secondlimitation of the previously proposed adaptive
speculation is that it is not scalable: The speculation depth
(i.e., the number of speculative processes per region) can be
at most one. The reason for the scalability comes from the
complexity in the support of deeper speculations in the specu-
lation system (BOP.) In this work, we extend the algorithm and
implementation to allow arbitrary increment and decrementof
speculation levels.

The elimination of the two limitations constitutes the two
major contributions of this work. The first component, the sup-
port for adaptive function-level speculations, is substantially
novel compared to the previous technique [9] as described
earlier. The second component, the scalability extension,may
seem relatively incremental; however, as described in Sec-
tion III-B, this component has taken us substantial effortsas
well, due to the implementation complexities in the speculation
system, and the difficulties in determining the appropriate
parameter values for the algorithm to achieve a good tradeoff
between computing efficiency and cost savings.

...
while (1) {
get_work();
...
BeginPPR(1);
work();
EndPPR(1);
...
}
(a) loop-level

...
BeginPPR(1);
work(x);
EndPPR(1);
...
BeginPPR(2);
work(y);
EndPPR(2);
...
(b) function-level

Fig. 1. The speculation unit inBOP is a possibly parallel region (PPR),
labeled byBeginPPR(p)andEndPPR(p). The two examples illustrate the
two kinds of PPRsBOP handles.

We implement both techniques inBOP [4], a recent software
speculation system. Evaluations on a chip multiprocessor
machine demonstrate that the proposed techniques are effec-
tive in preventing unprofitable speculations without sacrificing
profitable ones. The techniques helpBOP save a significant
amount of cost, and meanwhile, cause little decrease but often
increase to the program performance. The cost efficiency is
enhanced significantly.

In the rest of this paper, Section II gives a brief review
of the BOP system. Section III-A describes the transparent
learning for function-level speculation. Section III-B presents
the algorithm for scalable loop-level adaptive speculation.
Section IV reports evaluation results, followed by a discussion
on related work and a short summary.

II. REVIEW ON BOP

BOP creates one or more speculative processes to execute
somePPR instances in parallel with the execution of a lead
process. Figure 2 illustrates the run-time mechanism. The left
part of the figure shows the sequential execution of threePPR
instances,P , Q, andR (which can be the instances of either a
singlePPRor differentPPRs). The right part shows the parallel
execution enabled byBOP. The execution starts with a single
process, namedlead process. When the lead process reaches
the start marker ofP , mb

P , it forks the first speculative process,
spec 1, and then continues to execute the firstPPR instance.
Spec 1 jumps to the end marker ofP and executes from there.
When spec 1 reaches the start ofQ, mb

Q, it forks the second
speculative process,spec 2, which starts executing from the
end ofQ.

At the end ofP , the lead process starts anunderstudypro-
cess, which executes the code afterme

P non-speculatively, in
parallel with the speculative execution by the spec processes.
After creating the understudy process, the lead process falls
into sleep. When spec 1 reachesme

P , the lead process is waked
up and helps spec 1 to check for dependence violations. If
there are no violations, the lead process commits its changes
to spec 1 and aborts itself. Spec 1 then assumes the role of
the lead process; the later speculation processes are handled
in a similar manner. Thekth spec is checked and combined
after the firstk − 1 spec processes commit.

One special feature ofBOP is that the understudy and the
speculative processes execute the samePPR instances. The un-
derstudy’s execution starts later but is guaranteed to be correct;
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the sequential and the speculative execution of 3
PPR instances

the speculative execution starts earlier but contains moreover-
head and is subject to possible dependence violations. They
form a sequential-parallel race. If the speculation completes
earlier and correctly, the parallel run wins and the parallelism
is successfully exploited; otherwise, the understudy’s run wins
and the speculative execution becomes a waste of computing
resource. This race ensures that the execution supported by
BOP won’t be much slower than a sequential run.

The understudy enables another special feature ofBOP: no
rollback is required upon a speculation failure. Therefore, the
main benefits of avoiding failed speculations forBOP is the
enhancement of cost efficiency, rather than program perfor-
mance. But for most other systems, performance improvement
will be one of the major benefits of preventing speculation
failures.

The bottom line is that the speculative processes may abort
for two reasons: Their execution either violates certain data
dependences or is just too slow to beat the sequential run by
the understudy process. The occurrence of both reasons may
depend on the inputs to the application and the phase changes
in an application. Avoiding those failures can makeBOP more
cost-efficient.

III. A DAPTIVE SPECULATION ALGORITHMS

The goal of adaptive speculation is to speculatively execute
only thePPR instances that are profitable. InBOP, a profitable
PPR instance is the instance whose speculative execution will
succeed. The success implies that the speculation contains
no dependence violation, and meanwhile, runs fast enough to
outperform the sequential execution.

The key to adaptive speculation is to accurately predict
the profitability of everyPPR instance. Our basic strategy is
to recognize the profitability patterns of eachPPR through
runtime statistical learning or cross-run modeling.

For adaptive speculation to be effective, the profitability
prediction must meet four requirements. First, it has to be
responsive, able to adapt to the changes in program inputs,
program phases, and running environments. Second, it must
be robust, able to tolerate a certain degree of temporary
fluctuation in program behaviors. The last-value-based predic-
tor (using last time value for the prediction of the current
time), for example, is responsive but not robust as it can
be easily misled by temporary changes. Third, unlike many
dynamic adaptation problems (e.g., branch prediction), the
profitability prediction has to learn frompartial information
on previousPPR instances. If a previousPPR instance was
predicted as unprofitable and was not speculatively executed,
the correctness of the prediction will remain unknown. Finally,
the prediction mechanism and the adaptive speculation scheme
should support an arbitrary depth of speculation in order tobe
scalable.

In the following, we first present a cross-run learning
algorithm for the handling of function-levelPPRs, followed by
a scalable way to treat loop-levelPPRs. We implement both
algorithms inBOP such that it automatically selects the right
algorithm for a givenPPR based on its type of parallelism.

A. Cross-Run Function-Level Adaptive Speculation

In function-level parallelism, aPPR tends to have few
instances in a whole execution of the program. The small
number of instances are often not enough for the previous
adaptive scheme [9] to learn about the profitability patterns.
Furthermore, the profitability of aPPR often depends on
program inputs. Offline profiling-based techniques [6], [10],
[19] are insufficient to adapt to the changes of program inputs.

1) Cross-Run Transparent Learning:Our solution is a
transparent learner that incrementally builds a classification
tree to recognize the relation between program inputs and the
profitability of a PPR. The learning process is transparent,
requiring no involvement from the program user or offline
profiling runs.

The scheme works as follows. At the beginning of an execu-
tion, the runtime system (BOP in our experiment) converts the
program input into a feature vector~v. During the execution, the
runtime system records the success rater of the speculations
on eachPPR. At the end of the execution, the runtime system
converts eachr into 0 if r < 0.5 or 1 if r ≥ 0.5. After n real
runs of the program, there will be a set of pairs for aPPR,
(~v1, r1), (~v2, r2), · · · , (~vn, rn). A classification tree can then
be built automatically from those data. On the next run of the
program, the runtime system predicts the profitability of the
PPRs in the new run by feeding the new input feature vector
into the classification trees.

Implementing the scheme requires answers on how to
extract the feature vector from a program input, how to learn
from the date, and how to predictconfidently.

2) Input Feature Extraction:Program inputs can be com-
plex, including many options and hidden features. In this
work, we employ a previously proposed technique, XICL-
based input characterization [12], to resolve the complexity.
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Fig. 3. A training dataset (o: class 1; x: class 2) and the classification tree.

XICL is an extensible input characterization language. It offers
a systematic way for a programmer to specify the input
format and potentially important features for a program. With
the specification, XICL translator automatically convertsan
arbitrary input into a feature vector. The whole process is
transparent to the user of the program (the XICL specification
is provided by the programmer as part of the program.) Fur-
thermore, the programmers may indicate more than necessary
features because the learner can select the important features
automatically. That gives programmers flexibility.

Automatic input characterization can also be used in this
work. For example, Ding and Zhong use runtime sampled long
reuse distance to characterize inputs [5]. We choose the XICL-
based technique for its generality.

3) Classification Trees:We select classification trees as
the learner to recognize the relation between the profitability
of a PPR and input feature vectors. A classification tree is
a hierarchical data structure implementing the divide-and-
conquer strategy [8]. It divides the input space into local
regions, each of which has a class label. Figure 3 shows such
an example. Each non-leaf node asks a question on the inputs
and each leaf node has a class label. The class of a new input
equals to the leaf node it falls into.

The key in constructing a classification tree is in selecting
the best questions in the non-leaf nodes. The goodness of a
question is quantified by an impurity measure. A split is pure
if after the split, the data in each subspace has the same class
label. Many techniques have been developed to automatically
select the questions based on the entropy theory [8].

Classification trees are easy to build, handle both discrete
and numeric inputs, and have good interpretability. More
importantly, because the questions in each node are selected
automatically, the learning process is also a feature extraction
process; the important features of program inputs are selected

automatically. These properties make it a suitable choice for
profitability prediction.

4) Discriminative Prediction:Given that the classification
trees are built incrementally, we need a scheme to decide
whether the learner is mature enough to start prediction. Our
solution is a self-evaluation scheme. By measuring the confi-
dence of the learner, it enables discriminative prediction—that
is, only predicting when the learner is confident. This scheme
is important for reducing the risk of poor predictions.

The self-evaluation scheme works in this way. Each classi-
fication tree has a confidence value. The runtime system uses
the prediction of the learner only if the confidence value of
the corresponding classification tree is higher than a threshold
(70% in our experiment.) Initially, every confidence value
is 0; the runtime system ignores the learner and conducts
speculation for allPPRs. At each speculation of aPPR,
the learner conducts a prediction and checks with the real
profitability of the speculation. If the prediction is correct, the
learner setsr to 1; otherwise,r = 0. Then it updates the
confidence value of the corresponding classification tree ina
decayed average formula:

confidence = γ ∗ r + (1 − γ) ∗ confidence,

where,γ is the decay factor with a value between 0 and 1 (0.7
in our experiments.)

B. Scalable Loop-Level Adaptive Speculation

In loop-level parallelism, aPPR often has many instances.
The speculative execution on earlier instances offers the op-
portunities for an adaptive scheme to learn the profitability
pattern of thePPR and thus, to predict the profitability of
future instances. Previously, we have implemented an adaptive
scheme to handle loop-levelPPRs [9]. However, it can only
support one level of speculation. In this section, we describe
the design and implementation of our extended algorithm,
which removes the scalability limitation.

The high-level design of the adaptive algorithm is simple.
The initial speculation depth, denoted asd, of aPPRis set to its
upperbound, which is usually the number of computing units
in the system minus 1 (as there is a lead process.) During the
parallel execution of thePPR, the adaptive scheme observes
the gain brought by thed-level speculation. If the gain is too
low, the scheme decreases the speculation depth unlessd is
already 0; if the gain is high enough, the scheme increases the
depth unlessd already reaches the upperbound.

But the concrete design is more complex. It has to ad-
dress the following problems. First, the measurement of gains
determines the degree of responsiveness and robustness of
the prediction mechanism, both of which must be met in
the measurement of the gains. Second, when the speculation
depth decreases to 0,BOP stops speculation on thePPR, so
the gain won’t increase anymore. But the future instances of
the PPR are still possible to be profitable, especially after a
phase change. So the adaptive scheme ought to include an
appropriate level of exploration for speculation even if the
current gain is low.
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/∗
i : index of a speculative region;
d : the current speculation depth;
maxdep : the maximum speculation depth;
gain[i][d] : gains of thed-level speculation;
quota[i][d] : quota for triggeringd-level speculation;
β : aggressive factor;γ : decay factor;
G TH : gain threshold;
∗/

/∗ Initial values∗/
d = maxdep;
gain[i][maxdep]=1; quota[i][maxdep]=0;

/∗ Before starting a speculation∗/
// decrease speculation depth if needed
if (d > 0 & gain[i][d] + quota[i][d] ∗ β < G TH){

d - - ;
quota[i][d] = 0;//reset quota
quota[i][d + 1] = 0;
gain[i][d] = 1; //reset gain

}
quota[i][d + 1] + +;//quota increase for the next level

/∗ After one execution of the speculative region∗/
// update gains
g = 0;
if (speculation succeeds)g=1;
for (k=0;k < d;k++) {

gain[i][d] = γ ∗ g + (1 − γ) ∗ gain[i][d];
}
// increase speculation depth if needed
if (d < maxdep &
gain[i][d + 1] + quota[i][d + 1] ∗ β ≥ G TH){
d++;
quota[i][d + 1] = 0;

}

Fig. 4. Algorithm for loop-level adaptive speculation of arbitrary depth.

Figure 4 outlines the adaptive speculation algorithm. The
three code sections respectively correspond to the initializa-
tion, and the code to be executed before and after ad-level
speculation (normal execution ifd is 0). In the algorithm,
gain[i][d] is used to store the (decayed average) gain of the
d-level speculation onPPRi. When aPPR is executed ond-
level speculation, we consider eachd-level speculation as a
potential chance for startingd + 1-level speculation. We use
quota[i][d+1] to record the number of such chances since the
latest time that the speculation level ofPPRi becomesd. The
use ofquota[i][d] is the key for the adaptive scheme to learn
with only partial information of the previousPPR instances.

The values ofgain[i][d] andquota[i][d] together determine
whether the speculation depth should increase or decrease.The
formula is as follows:

weighted gain = gain[i][d] +β∗ quota[i][d],

where,β is a parameter named theaggressiveness factorwith
a value between 0 and 1. So, whenquota[i][d] becomes high
enough, the adaptive system will try(d + 1)-level speculation
on PPRi, even if gain[i][d] is not very high. This strategy
encourages a certain degree of the exploration to higher level

speculation, which is vital for resuming high-level speculation
after the depth decreases to 0. The threshold for the increase
and decrease isG TH, namedgain threshold.

The formula for updatinggain[i][d] incorporates both the
profit of the just-finished speculation and the information of
all the previous speculations of thePPR. It is in a form of
decayed average:

gain[i][d] = γ ∗ g + (1 − γ) ∗ gain[i][d],

where, γ is the decay factor with a value between 0 and
1, andg is 1 if the just-finished speculation succeeds and 0
otherwise. On ad-level speculation, thegain[i][d] is updated
d times using this formula becaused instances of thePPRare
just executed.

Like the parameters in many runtime systems, the three
parameters in the algorithm should be decided empirically.The
decay factorγ determines how fast the influence of an earlier
speculation decays; it decides the tradeoff between robustness
and responsiveness of the system. The aggressiveness factor
β determines the aggressiveness of the system in exploring
higher level speculations. The gain thresholdG TH determines
when to decrease and increase the speculation depth. Sec-
tion IV shows that a single set of values for those parameters
are enough for a variety of applications.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the adaptive speculation techniques on real
applications as well as some constructed traces. Using traces
allows us to measure the robustness of the techniques in a
broader range of scenarios; the evaluation on real applications
measures the effectiveness of the technique in practical uses.

A. Evaluation Metrics

We usecost efficency ratioas the metric in our evaluation.
It is defined as follows:

cost efficiency ratio = speedup

cost ratio
;

(speedup =
Tp

Ts
; cost ratio =

P

K
i=1

ti

Ts
),

where,Tp andTs are the run times of the program with and
without speculations (p for parallel; s for sequential),ti is
the time that processi actively runs for, andK is the total
number of processes that are created in the parallel execution.
Costmeasures the total use of the computing units.Cost ratio
is the cost normalized to what the sequential run takes; the
lower the better, and the lower bound is 1.

BecauseBOPuses understudy processes, failed speculations
cause little slowdown to the parallel execution. So, forBOP,
the main goal of the adaptive speculation is to reduce the cost
ratio to close to 1, meanwhile, achieving similar speedup as
the defaultBOP does. It implies the maximization of the cost
efficiency ratio.

We stress that using understudy processes is a special
feature of BOP. Most other speculation systems have no
similar mechanisms. For them, by avoiding failed speculations,
the adaptive speculation will be able to reduce the number
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of rollbacks, and thus improve the performance of parallel
executions, besides the enhancement of cost efficiency.

B. Evaluation on Traces of Various Patterns

We first test the loop-level adaptive speculation on 6 syn-
thetic traces. Each trace contains 2 million elements, whose
values are either “1” or “0”, representing a profitable or non-
profitablePPR instance. In trace-1, 5% elements are “0”; they
randomly distribute through the trace. Trace-2 is the opposite,
with 95% elements being “0”. The other 4 traces all have phase
changes. There are two kinds of phases, containing either 5%
“1” or 5% “0”. Each of the 4 combined traces is composed of
a number of interleaving instances of the two kinds of phases.
The 4 traces differ in the length of a phase instance, ranging
from 102 to 105. These 6 traces represent different profitability
patterns and phase changes.

We apply the loop-level adaptive algorithm to the traces to
online learn the profitability patterns and produce predictions.
In the evaluation, each PPR instance is assumed to take a
single time unit, and ad-level successful speculation savesd

time units.
Table I shows the results. The adaptive speculation has little

effect on the speedup of applications. However, it reduces
the cost substantially in both of the two speculation depths.
Except on trace-1, it enhances the cost-efficiency ofBOP by
14–72%. The enhancement is due to the caution and dynamic
control in the adaptive speculation. As a tradeoff, on the almost
completely profitable trace (trace-1), there is a 4.6% decrease
of cost-efficiency; the aggressive speculation byBOP happens
to fit the trace better. Overall, the adaptive speculation iseffec-
tive in predicting, and adapting to, the profitability patterns in
those traces. The results on the combined traces demonstrate
its robustness to phase changes of different frequencies.

The values for the three parametersγ, G TH, and β are
chosen empirically (γ = 0.4, G TH= 0.25, β = 0.0037.)
Our experiments have seen that a broad range of values
for the three parameters generate results similar to what
Table I shows. (Details omitted for lack of space.) That set
of parameter values are used throughout all our experiments
including the following ones.

C. Results on Applications

1) Methodology: Our experiments run on an Intel quad-
core Xeon machine (3.4GHz) with Linux 2.6.23 installed. All
applications are compiled using GCC 4.0.1 with a “-O3” flag.

Table II lists the benchmarks we use. They are chosen
mainly for two reasons. First, asBOP is specifically designed
for exploiting coarse-grained dynamic parallelism [4], such
kind of parallelism must exist in the benchmarks that are
meaningful forBOPstudies. Many programs in existing bench-
mark suites are not qualified. As showed in previous work [4],
[14], the programs in Table II have proved to meet that
requirement. Second, the behaviors of these programs change
substantially on different inputs, making them especiallysuit-
able for this work, given that the focus of this study is on
addressing input-sensitivity in speculations.

0
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gzip parser eqSolver rdApprox sortRed

Benchmarks

Fig. 5. The ranges of cost-efficiency ratios (left of a bar pair) and speedups
(right of a bar pair) brought by adaptive speculation.

Among those five benchmarks, the first two contain loop-
level parallelism, and the others have function-level paral-
lelism. The small number of inputs to the programs with
loop-level parallelism is enough to cover various behavior
patterns of those programs, while the more inputs to the other
programs are necessary for evaluation of the cross-run learning
technique. These benchmarks come from various domains with
a spectrum of inputs and features, forming the representative
for a range of diverse applications.

2) Results:Figure 5 reports the cost-efficiency ratios and
speedups brought by adaptive speculation on all benchmarks.
The maximum speculation depth is 3.

The few inputs on each of the first two benchmarks induce
a spectrum of profitability patterns. For a given file, the
sequential code ofgzip compresses one buffer per iteration
and stores the results until the output buffer is full. ThePPR
markers are around the buffer loop. We use an 80MB file as
input and set the buffer size to 192KB, 320KB, or 1.6MB. The
different buffer sizes affect the granularity of the parallelism
and thus the profitability of thePPR instances. When the
buffer is small, the benefits of speculation is hard to offsetthe
overhead. The adaptive speculation successfully avoids many
unprofitablePPR instances, yielding 130% improvement of
cost-efficiency. Meanwhile, the program runs 15% faster than
in the defaultBOP system. The speedup is mainly because
the smaller number of processes reduces memory bandwidth
pressure. On large buffers, there are fewer speculation failures,
hence the relatively modest improvement of cost-efficiency.

The program,parser, is an English sentence parsing tool.
Its PPR is the loop for parsing a group of sentences. Two
factors determine the profitablity of thePPRs in the program:
the group size, and the content of the input sentences. The
former determines thePPR granularity; the latter may cause
dependences amongPPRinstances when an input sentence is a
command sentence (i.e., sentences starting with “!”.) The input
file we use is derived from theref input, containing 400 sen-
tences with 2 command sentences. We set the group size to be
2, 5, 10, and 50. The cost efficiency improves by 38–93%. The
adaptation causes certain decrease of program performanceas
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OFBOP AND ADAPTIVE BOP (ABOP)ON DIFFERENT PROFIT PATTERNS∗

max depth=1 max depth=3
speedup cost-ratio CEabop%CEabop%CEabop% speedup cost-ratio CEabop%CEabop%CEabop%

trace phase length BOP ABOP BOP ABOP CEbopCEbopCEbop BOP ABOP BOP ABOP CEbopCEbopCEbop

1 2 × 106 1.90 1.90 1.03 1.03 100 2.79 2.59 1.11 1.08 95.4
2 2 × 106 1.03 1.00 1.47 1.02 139.9 1.00 1.00 1.75 1.02 171.6
3 102 1.33 1.27 1.25 1.04 114.8 1.47 1.27 1.43 1.04 118.8
4 103 1.33 1.30 1.25 1.02 119.8 1.47 1.41 1.43 1.05 130.6
5 104 1.33 1.31 1.25 1.02 120.7 1.48 1.45 1.43 1.05 133.4
6 105 1.33 1.31 1.25 1.02 120.7 1.47 1.45 1.43 1.05 134.3

∗ CE: cost-efficiency ratio;γ = 0.4, G TH= 0.25, β = 0.0037.

TABLE II
BENCHMARKS

benchmark description parallelism input# features of input
gzip GNU compression tool v1.2.4 [1] loop-level 3 -
parser Sleator-Temperley Link Parser v2.1 [1] loop-level 4 -
eqSolver linear equation system solver [4] function-level 34 num of equations per system
rdApprox locality approximation from time [13], [14] function-level 20 num of variables, length of trace, reuse

distance histogram patterns
sortRed sort and reduction of arrays [3] function-level 24 array size, array type (sorted or not)
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Fig. 6. The sequential time, the cost (left of a bar pair), and the parallel
execution time (right of a bar pair) ofParseron various PPR granularities.

a tradeoff of the much more significant cost reduction. Figure 6
shows more detailed results. When the maximum speculation
depth is 1, the adaptive speculation reduces computing cost
by 12.5–35%, and meanwhile improving performance by up
to 21%. When the maximum depth is 3, the executions become
faster. Although the adaptive speculation causes certain loss of
speedups due to prediction errors in the warm-up stage, the
cost saving is much more substantial, 38–93%.

The other three programs all contain function-level paral-
lelism. EqSolveris a program previously used for comparing

BOPand fine-grained thread-level parallelism [4]. The program
solves 8 independent systems of equations using thedgesv
routine in the Intel Math Kernel Library 9.0. The solving of
each equation system is aPPR. The 34 inputs used in the
experiment have different equation system sizes, ranging from
200 to 2500. The program,rdApprox, is a tool (publically
available [13]) for approximating the data locality or reuse
distances of a program’s execution from its time distances [14].
The program contains 913 lines of code, 22 functions, many
pointer uses and dynamic memory management. ItsPPRs
are the two most time-consuming steps among all 9 steps
of computation. Its input set includes 20 memory reference
traces, whose sizes range from 500 to 100,000. The program,
sortRed, is derived from a reduction program used in previous
work [3]. It sorts an array and then conducts a series of
reduction operations to either the original or the sorted array.
Unlike eqSolveror rdApprox, the profitability of its PPRs
depends on not only the size of the problem, but also the
value of an input option, “-s”, which determines whether the
original (“-s 0”) or the sorted array (“-s 1”) will be used in
the reduction step. The sorting and reduction are marked as
the twoPPRs in the program.

In the experiments on function-level parallelism, each time,
we randomly pick one input to run the program. The cross-run
learner gradually builds up a classification tree. Figure 7 (a)
shows the classification tree ofsortRed. Figure 7 (b) reports the
evolvement of the prediction accuracy and confidence as more
runs are seen. The ascending trends reflect the improvement
of the prediction model. The cost efficiency is improved by
up to 242%; the speedup attains up to 45% enhancement.
The large improvements occur when the confidence is high
enough and the speculations happen to be unprofitable. The
avoidance of failed speculations also significantly removes the
memory protection overhead on the critical path, thus bringing
the speedup. OneqSolverand rdApprox, the cost-efficiency
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Fig. 7. Incremental learning results onsortRed; “s” for option “-s”; “size”
for the array size. (Each black dot is the mean accuracy of 5 runs.)

improvements are respectively up to 70% and 46%, and the
speedups are up to 42% and 23%.

V. RELATED WORK

Automatic loop-level software speculation is pioneered by
the lazy privatizingdoall (LPD) test [11]. Later techniques
speculatively privatize shared arrays (to allow for false de-
pendences) and combine the marking and checking phases (to
guarantee progress) [2], [7]. Two programmable systems are
developed in recent years:safe futurein Java [21] andordered
transactions in X10 [20]. The first is designed for (type-
safe) Java programs, whereasPPR supports unsafe languages
with unconstrained control flows. Ordered transactions rely
on hardware transactional memory support for efficiency and
correctness. Hardware-based thread-level speculation relies on
hardware extensions for bookkeeping and rollback, having
limited speculation granularity [17].

The speculation in prior systems is definite in the sense that
once a region is selected (by users or profiling tools) as a can-
didate for speculative execution, it will always be speculatively
executed [6], [10], [19]. This work makes software speculative
parallelization adaptive by predicting the profitability of a
speculative execution. Last-value-based prediction has been
commonly used in both hardware, such as dynamic branch
prediction, and software, such as phase prediction (e.g., [15],
[16]). The profitability prediction differs from prior problems
in that the history information is only partially uncovered, and
thus more sophisticated algorithms become necessary.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose the use oftransparentstatistical
learning to make speculation cross-input adaptive. The tech-
nique is unique in that it requires no explicit training, butis

able to adapt to changes in program inputs. It is applicable
to both loop-level and function-level parallelism, permitting
arbitrary depth of speculations. Experiments inBOP show
the promise for reducing the waste of computing resource
in software speculations, a desirable feature especially for
portable devices and multiprogramming environments.
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